MISSION -- The Mission Command Center of Excellence develops, integrates and synchronizes Leader Development, Army Profession, and Mission Command requirements and solutions to prepare leaders and units to successfully exercise Mission Command during the execution of Unified Land Operations.

ORGANIZATION -- The MC CoE consists of a HQs element, seven subordinate directorates, and one Branch: Center for Army Profession and Ethic (CAPE); Center for Army Leadership (CAL); Army Irregular Warfare Center (AIWC); Combined Arms Doctrine Directorate (CADD); Center for Army Lessons Learned (CALL); Capability Development Integration Directorate (CDID); Directorate of Training and Strategy (DOTS); and Network Integration Branch.

ENDURING EFFORTS--
- Implement Leader Development Strategy
- Implement Mission Command Strategy
- Deliver Doctrine 2015
- Institutionalize and Strengthen the Army Profession
- Reengineer and Manage Army Lessons Learned Program
- Develop and Deliver MC Capability, Training and Leader Development
- Support the Warfighter

RESPONSIBILITIES --
- Develop network-enabled MC concepts and requirements, synchronized across Doctrine-Organization-Training-Materiel-Leadership and Education-Personnel-Facilities (DOTMLPF), from Soldier to theater level
- Provide oversight and guidance for all CAC-assigned force modernization proponents and major responsibility areas
- Collect, analyze, and rapidly disseminate lessons learned to facilitate issues resolution across the Army; integrate them into doctrine and capability development efforts
- Perform overall management, development, integration, and quality control of Army doctrine in coordination with the other TRADOC and Army organizations to provide the current, future Army, and JIIM the DOTMLPF solution for all levels of command
- Serve as the proponent for the Army Profession, the Army Ethic and Character Development of Army Professionals to reinforce Trust within the profession and with the American people

Mr. Bill Ackerly, PAO, MC CoE, 913-684-8519, DSN: 552-8519 william.g.ackerly.civ@mail.mil
MC CoE website http://mccoe.army.mil
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